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Abstract
Background: Huntington’s disease (HD) is a genetic disorder known for affecting motor control.
Despite evidence for the impact of HD on visual cortico-striatal loops, evidence for impaired
visual perception in early symptomatic HD patients is limited; much less is known about what
happens during the HD prodrome.
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Objective: The goals of this study were to evaluate perceptual processing in motor pre-manifest
HD gene-carriers (Pre-HDs) during a visual mental rotation task.
Methods: To achieve this goal, 79 participants including 24 Pre-HD participants and 55 healthy
matched controls were scanned using functional MRI as they performed a mental rotation task.
Another group of 36 subjects including 15 Pre-HDs and 21 healthy age/gender matched controls
participated in a control behavioral test of judgment of line orientation outside the scanner.
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Results: We found that, although Pre-HDs (in this stage of disease) did not demonstrate slower
response times, their response accuracy was lower than controls. On the fMRI task, controls
showed a significant decrease in activity in the occipito-temporal (OT) visual network and increase
in activity in the caudo-fronto-parietal (CFP) network with mental rotation load. Interestingly, the
amount of mental rotation-related activity decrease in the OT network was reduced in Pre-HDs
compared to controls while, the level of CFP response remained unchanged between the two
groups. Comparing the link between the evoked BOLD activity within these networks and
response accuracy (i.e., behavior), we found that the models fit to data from controls were less
accurate in predicting response accuracy of Pre-HDs.
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Conclusion: These findings provide some of the earliest functional evidence of impaired visual
processing and altered neural processing underlying visual perceptual decision making during the
HD prodrome.
Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
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Huntington’s disease (HD) is a neurodegenerative disorder caused by the abnormal
expansion of a CAG segment of DNA on chromosome 4 [1–3]. Although classically defined
as a movement and motor control disorder [4], accumulating behavioral data suggest that the
impact of the genetic expansion is not limited to motor impairments, but also involves visual
perception and perceptual decision making [5–8], likely through the degeneration of (visual)
cortico-striatal loops [9–12].
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Using functional MRI, evidence of altered visual cortical processing in early symptomatic
HD patients was reported recently [9]. Specifically it was shown that, compared to healthy
matched controls, early symptomatic HD patients showed decreased response selectivity in
temporal visual areas, mostly within the posterior portion of the Parahippocampal Place
Area (PPA), an area that contributes to scene perception [13, 14] and shape processing [15–
20]. This decrease in response selectivity was accompanied by reduced shape and scene
discrimination accuracy. Together with other studies, which have also demonstrated
decreased fMRI activity within temporal visual areas [5] or thinning of occipital and
occipito-parietal visual cortex early in the disease [21–24], these data suggest that there are
likely clinically relevant changes in the visual system in HD. Much less is known about how
early visual perceptual changes might be present, including during the HD prodrome, and
whether these HD-related changes are confined to relatively higher level visual areas (e.g.,
PPA [5, 9]) or if they could also be detected in earlier visual areas.
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To evaluate early visual impairments in HD, we studied a group of motor pre-symptomatic
HD gene carriers (Pre-HDs). We used a 2D mental rotation visual task [25, 26] during which
Pre-HD subjects and healthy matched controls were asked to determine whether visually
presented objects were rotated in a picture plane relative to each other or not (Fig. 1A, B).
Previous functional imaging studies have shown that, in healthy individuals, this task evokes
robust activation within occipito-temporal (visual) and fronto-parietal (association) cortical
areas [27–29]. We also used a modeling approach to test whether there were any changes in
the association between neural and behavioral responses in Pre-HDs compared to controls as
supportive evidence for compensatory functional changes.
Our findings demonstrate that HD-related neural and behavioral impairments are detectable
during the HD prodrome in early visual areas. They also demonstrate that models which link
neural and behavioral responses developed from healthy matched participants were less
accurate in predicting the Pre-HD’s behavior compared to other controls (validation group).
Together, these results suggest that HD reflects a ‘global’ cortico-striatal dysfunction that
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encompasses both sensory (visual) and association cortical regions early in the course of the
disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants

Author Manuscript

Twenty-four Pre-HDs (14 female) aged 43.72 ± 11.62 (mean ± S.D.) years old along with 55
healthy matched controls (31 female) aged 39.38 ± 11.44 years old were recruited for the
imaging portion of this study (Table 1). Here we used the term ‘presymptomatic’ (Pre-HD)
to imply that formal clinical criteria (the UHDRS diagnostic confidence score) have not been
met and all Pre-HD subjects had a clinical confidence score of less than three, as assessed by
a specialist in Huntington’s disease. However, subtle motor signs have been shown
previously to be present in as many as 77% of pre-symptomatic gene-expanded individuals
and interestingly in as many as 33% of non-gene expanded individuals in the Predict HD
study [30], suggesting that motor assessments are neither sensitive nor specific during the
HD prodrome.
A two-way application ANOVA (Gender (Male vs. Female) and Group (Controls vs. PreHDs)) to subject’s age did not yield any significant difference between participants age
based on their Gender (F(1, 78) = 0.45, p = 0.50), Group (F(1, 78) = 2.17, p = 0.15) and/or
Gender × Group interaction (F(1, 78) = 1.18, p = 0.28).
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In addition, fifteen Pre-HDs (5 female) aged 48.89 ± 12.47 years old along with 21 healthy
matched controls (10 female) aged 52.49 ± 13.73 years old were recruited for the control
behavioral test (Table 1). The application of a two-way ANOVA to the participants age did
not yield any significant effect of Gender (F(1, 32) = 0.16, p = 0.69), Group (F(1, 32) = 0.54,
p = 0.47) and/or Gender × Group interaction (F(1, 32) = 0.92, p = 0.34). This lack of
significant Gender and/or Gender × Group interaction effects argue against the possibility
that our findings were mainly due to the gender bias in mental rotation or judgment of line
orientation, as has been suggested by previous studies in healthy individuals [31–33].
In the two Pre-HD groups, CAG repeat expansion ranged between 40–46 repetitions. The
Disease Burden Score (DBS), an indicator of extent of exposure to the effects of CAG repeat
expansion in gene-expanded carriers (DBS = (CAG repetition number −35.5) × Age)) [34],
varied between 150.15 to 465.36 (273 ± 83.06). Separate applications of t-tests did not show
any significant difference between age (t = 0.65, p = 0.52), CAG repeat expansion (t = 0.26,
p = 0.79) and/or DBS (t = 1.27, p = 0.21) between the two Pre-HD groups.
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Participants had no history of neurological, psychiatric, or serious medical illness. All
procedures were performed in compliance with the relevant laws and institutional guidelines
of the Internal Review Board of the Massachusetts General Hospital and with the
Declaration of Helsinki. Procedures were fully explained to all subjects, and informed
written consent was obtained before any study procedures were conducted.
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Mental rotation—During fMRI scanning, stimuli consisted of ten different white 2D line
drawing geometrical shapes, subtended 4° × 4° on-screen, presented against a black
background (Fig. 1A) using E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburg, PA;
RRID:SCR 009567). Stimuli were back projected (Sharp XG-NV6X LCD Projector) onto a
translucent screen visible from within the magnet bore through a mirror mounted on the
head coil.
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The experiment was an event-related design. In each trial, two images were presented
simultaneously, one on the left and one on the right side of a centrally presented fixation
spot (4° center-to-center distance). Across trials, these two images were rotated either 0°,
20°, 40°, 60° or 80° relative to each other. In 50% of trials, they were matched and in the
other 50% of trials, they were flipped (i.e., non-match) relative to each other (Fig. 1B).
Subjects were instructed to respond whether the two images on-screen were matched or not,
irrespective of their rotation relative to each other. They reported their response by pressing
two keys on a keypad using their dominant hand without receiving any feedback about the
accuracy of their response. To avoid eye movement during the trials, the fixation spot
remained presented during the entire experiment and subjects were instructed not to move
their eyes.
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The task was self-paced. Each image was displayed for a maximum of 4000 ms and
removed from the screen if the subject responded early. This maximum presentation time
was much longer than the response time of controls (1.86 ± 0.41 s (mean ± S.D.)) or PreHDs (1.90 ± 0.35 s) during the most challenging experimental trials (i.e., mental rotation
load = 80°). Thus, in almost all trials, the decision was made while stimuli were still on
screen and therefore working memory load remained small. The sequence of trials and the
amount of time between trials was jittered and optimized using ‘optseq2’ command in
Freesurfer (version 5.3; http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) (RRID:SCR_001847) to
increase subject attentiveness and to reduce the overlap from the estimate of the
hemodynamic response and effects of habituation and expectation [35].
During the scans, subjects completed 480 trials through 6 runs (i.e., 80 trials per run).
Response accuracy and speed were both stressed and recorded. Reaction times less than 200
ms (from the stimulus onset) were considered anticipatory and were disregarded. Before the
scans, subjects practiced with the task long enough to feel confident about their performance
and fixation stability. During these practice trials (but not during the main trials) participants
received feedback about those response accuracy. Their performance during those trials was
not included in the results.
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Judgement of line orientation—Outside the scanner, a second comparable group of
subjects matched for CAG repeat, DBS and age, participated in a standardized test of
judgment of line orientation [36]. Briefly, each subject participated in 30 trials. In each trial,
two set of lines were presented concurrently on screen. One set (target set) consisted of two
lines whose orientations varied across trials. The other set (test set) consisted of 11 lines
whose orientations varied between 0° to 180° (18° steps).
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Subjects were asked to choose lines from the test set with the same spatial orientation as
within the target set. Subjects scored 1 point for each correct choice (i.e., maximum possible
score was 30). During the experiment, subjects did not receive any feedback about their
response accuracy and accuracy was stressed more than speed. Before the experiment,
subjects completed five practice trials during which they were received feedback about their
response accuracy.
Imaging
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Functional and high resolution structural imaging scans were conducted using a 1.5 T
Siemens scanner (Avanto), using the vendor-supplied 12 channel receive coil array.
Functional data were collected using a single-shot gradient-echo EPI sequence with voxels
of nominally 3.125 × 3.125 × 5 mm resolution, using the following protocol parameters: TR
= 2000 ms, TE = 40 ms, flip angle = 90°, matrix = 64 × 64, FOV = 200 × 200 mm, 26 axial
slices covering the entire brain. In the same scan session, structural (anatomical) data were
also acquired using a high-resolution 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence with voxel size =
1.0 × 1.0 × 1.33 mm, using the following protocol parameter values: TR = 2730 ms, TE =
3.31 ms, TI = 1000 ms, flip angle = 7°, FOV = 256 × 256 × 170 mm.
Data analysis
Anatomical and functional data were processed using FreeSurfer and FS-FAST (version 5.3;
http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/)(RRID:SCR_001847) [37].
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Anatomical data—For each subject, the inflated and flattened cortical surfaces were
reconstructed [38–40] and followed by cortical and subcortical segmentations [40–42] based
on their own high-resolution anatomical data; these segmentations identified the regions of
interest used for the functional analyses (see below). Cortical thickness for each individual
subject was also measured by defining the gray-white matter interface, and the surface of the
gray matter, based on the high-resolution structural scans [38–40].
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Functional data—All functional images were corrected for motion artifacts. All runs
during which subjects moved more than 3 mm were excluded from analysis. Notably, we did
not find any meaningful difference between the amount of head motion between the two
groups. For each subject, functional data from each run were rigidly aligned (6 DOF)
relative to their own structural data. All functional data were then spatially smoothed using a
3D Gaussian kernel (3 mm HWHM), and normalized across scans. To estimate the
amplitude of the BOLD response, a standard hemodynamic model based on a gamma
function was fit to the fMRI signal, then the average BOLD response maps were calculated
for each condition. Voxel-wise statistical tests were conducted by computing contrasts based
on a univariate general linear model. All maps were corrected for multiple comparisons
within each space (left and right cortical surfaces and the subcortical space) using a Monte
Carlo simulation with 10,000 iterations and Bonferroni correction across the three spaces.
The voxel- and cluster-wise correction threshold was set at p < 10−3.
To generate group-averaged maps for human subjects, functional data were further aligned
relative to an independently generated averaged brain template (fsaverage - Freesurfer) using
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a Boundary-Based Registration method [43]. Functional maps were then spatially
normalized across subjects and then averaged using random effects models [44]. Betweengroups differential activity maps were also calculated and presented after correction for
multiple comparison (see above). Here, voxel- and cluster-wise analysis was performed at p
< 0.05 threshold.
Regions of interest (ROIs)
All findings based on activity maps were further reconfirmed based on more sensitive ROIbased analysis.
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Cortical ROIs—For each participant, cortical ROIs were defined bilaterally based on each
subject’s brain structure, using their own high-resolution structural scan (see above), and
independent from the functional results. Specifically, as a part of Freesurfer [37] brain
reconstruction pipeline and according to Destrieux atlas [45], each participant’s cortex was
divided into multiple regions. Here, we only reported those regions: 1) in which HD-related
impairments were expected based on our prior knowledge (e.g., [22]) and/or 2) which
demonstrated a significant mental rotation related response (contrasting the evoked response
during maximum vs. no mental rotation trials (i.e., 80° vs. 0°) (Fig. 3)) plus a betweengroups difference in mental rotation related response (Fig. 4A).
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These ROIs included 1) early visual areas (including cuneus, lingual, superior occipital
gyri), 2) fusiform gyrus (higher level visual area), 3) superior frontal, 4) orbitofrontal, 5)
superior parietal (including precuneus and superior parietal gyri), 6) inferior parietal, 7)
fronto-central (including superior precentral and superior frontal sulci), 8) anterior insular
and 9) mid-anterior cingulate (Fig. 4B). While an exploratory analysis included the other
cortical parcellations, including the posterior insular cortex, occipital pole and the anterior
portion of the medial temporal sulcus, we did not find any additional HD-related impairment
in regions other than those reported in the Results section and these were therefore not
included in our results.
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Subcortical ROIs—We also assessed the activity within the caudate, the main striatal
nucleus affected by HD [46–49] and other basal ganglia nuclei including putamen, pallidum
and nucleus accumbens. The size of the amygdala, hippocampus and thalamus were also
measured to evaluate whether or not there was any a priori evidence of atrophy in Pre-HDs,
which might contribute to findings. Here again, these subcortical brain regions were defined
according to individual high-resolution anatomical scan and by using the Freesurfer
segmentation pipeline. This automatic subcortical segmentation is based on the existence of
probabilistic information on the location of structures as described previously elsewhere [37,
40]. Validity of this technique has been shown in several studies as providing accurate
segmentations in the setting of neurodegenerative diseases, even in their early stages [9, 40].
Statistical analysis
Statistical tests were done using repeated measures ANOVA with a group factor (Pre-HDs
vs. controls). Results of this analysis were corrected for violation of sphericity assumption
(Mauchly test) using the Greenhouse-Geisser method. In few cases, we also used a 2-tailed
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t-test. In all cases, p < 0.05 was considered significant. All statistical analyses were
conducted using MATLAB 2017a statistics and machine learning toolbox (MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, Massachusetts, United States) (RRID:SCR_001622).
Modeling
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We used a linear regression model to predict the subject’s response accuracy across different
mental rotation loads based on their own evoked BOLD responses using the ‘stepwiselm’
command in MATLAB 2018a statistics and machine learning toolbox. This model used the
first order BOLD signal values and interactions among them measured within our main
ROIs (i.e., early visual areas, orbitofrontal, superior frontal, inferior parietal, superior
parietal, fronto-central, mid-anterior cingulate and anterior insular cortical areas and caudate
nucleus (see above)). The model was trained, using a ‘forward’ selection, based on data from
40 randomly selected healthy controls (out of 55) and was evaluated by using the other
controls and 15 randomly selected Pre-HD individuals (out of 24). This procedure was
repeated for 1000 times and each time the least mean square error of prediction was
measured separately for the two evaluation groups. The significance of the linear regression
models was tested with the F-statistic against the constant model (i.e., null hypothesis) to
assure us that the model reached statistical significance (p < 0.05).

RESULTS
Behavior

Author Manuscript

Figure 1C shows the participant’s response accuracy measured during trials with different
degrees of mental rotation (0° vs. 20° vs. 40° vs. 60° vs. 80°). In all participants, response
accuracy decreased with an increase in the degree of mental rotation. However, compared to
healthy matched controls, Pre-HD subjects were generally less accurate. An application of
one-way repeated measure ANOVA (Rotation (0° vs. 20° vs. 40° vs. 60° vs. 80°)) with a
Group factor (Pre-HDs vs. Controls) to a participant’s measured response accuracy showed a
significant effect of Rotation (F(4, 308) = 22.95, p < 10−12) and a significant effect of Group
(F(1, 77) = 4.31, p = 0.04) but no significant Group × Rotation interaction (F(4, 308) = 1.17,
p = 0.28). Importantly, reaction times of the Pre-HDs were comparable to healthy controls,
further supporting that they were indeed pre-manifest; application of the same analysis to
participant’s reaction time showed a significant effect of Rotation (F(4, 308) = 145.19, p <
10−52), but not a significant effect of Group (F(1, 77) = 1.59, p = 0.21) and/or Group ×
Rotation interaction (F(4, 308) = 1.62, p = 0.18).
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We also tested whether there was a correlation between the response accuracy of Pre-HDs
and DBS (an index of disease progress with age [34]). Separate applications of the Pearson
test of correlation to response accuracy with different degrees of mental rotation showed
significant inverse correlations (r < –0.44, p < 0.03; not corrected for multiple comparisons
(see below)), suggesting that response accuracy of Pre-HDs decreased as DBS increased
(Fig. 1D). In contrast, the level of correlation between response accuracy and subject’s age
was not significant across all mental rotation levels (r > –0.40, p > 0.05).
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It also appeared that the relationship between DBS and Pre-HD’s response accuracy varied
with the mental rotation load (i.e., a moderator effect); in higher mental rotation loads, PreHDs with higher DBS showed lower response accuracy (Fig. 1D). To test the significance of
this ‘moderator effect’ on response accuracy, and also to avoid any error due to multiple
comparisons, we applied an analysis of linear regression to the measured response accuracy
using DBS, mental rotation and DBS × mental rotation as independent parameters. The
results of this analysis showed a significant relationship between the response accuracy and
DBS (Beta = –0.28, p < 0.01) and also response accuracy and DBS × mental rotation (Beta =
–0.38, p < 10−4). Thus, as expected from the nature of this progressive disease, Pre-HDs
with a higher DBS showed a more prominent mental rotation impairments compared to
those with lower DBS.
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As the next step, we further tested if Pre-HD participants might also show an impaired
visuospatial attention control. A separate group of Pre-HD and healthy controls, whose age
and DBS (for Pre-HDs) matched the subjects imaged (see Methods and Table 1),
participated in a standardized test of judgement of line orientation [36]. Despite the high
attentional demand, and perceptual similarities between the two tasks (i.e., judgement of line
orientation vs. mental rotation), we did not find any significant difference between Pre-HD’s
(23.53 ± 7.16) and control’s (25.71 ± 4.05) score in this task (t-test; t(34) = 1.16, p = 0.25).
We also did not find any significant correlation between Pre-HDs score and DBS (r = –0.07,
p = 0.80). Although this test does not rule out attentional/perceptual deficits in HDs (and
Pre-HDs), it highlights the greater sensitivity of the mental rotation as compared to the
judgment of line orientation, to HD-related visual perceptual impairments, at least during the
HD prodrome.
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FMRI activity during mental rotation
First, we checked the visually evoked response during those trials in which mental rotation
was not necessary (i.e., Rotation = 0°), measured relative to intervals with the blank
presentation. As demonstrated in Fig. 2, our stimuli evoked activity within occipitotemporal, parietal and frontal cortical regions. We did not find any significant difference
between the pattern of evoked responses in healthy controls and Pre-HDs; the whole-brain
between-groups comparison of the evoked activity maps similarly did not show any
significant (p < 0.05) activity difference between the two groups. In subsequent analyses, the
activity evoked during this trial condition was used as the baseline.
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Second, we compared the activity evoked during mental rotation trials between Pre-HDs and
controls. Figure 3 shows the activity maps evoked in controls across trials with different
degrees of mental rotation measured relative to baseline (i.e., Rotation = 0°; see above). In
these maps, two groups of brain areas showed distinctive responses during the mental
rotation task; in one set of areas, mainly consisting of the occipito-temporal, orbitofrontal
and superior frontal areas, BOLD activity decreased during mental rotation compared to 0°
trials. These areas were likely sensitive to the level of physical ‘similarity’ between stimuli
and therefore their response decreased with increase in mental rotation. In contrast, in the
other set, mainly consisting of the superior parietal, inferior parietal, fronto-central, midanterior cingulate and anterior insular areas, we found that the BOLD response increased
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during mentally rotated relative to 0° trials, suggesting a sensitivity to the level of physical
‘difference’ between the two concurrently presented stimuli.
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We further confirmed our findings using a more sensitive, but spatially restricted, ROI-based
analysis (see Methods). For this analysis, in each hemisphere, ROIs were defined
independently for each subject based on their brain structure, measured using a highresolution structural scan (see Methods). This analysis yielded similar results as in the
whole-brain between-groups tests. Specifically, in early visual, orbitofrontal and superior
frontal areas, 0° trials evoked a stronger response than mentally rotated ones, and this effect
was more apparent in healthy controls as compared to Pre-HDs (Fig. 4C). Here, the
application of two-factor repeated measures ANOVA (Rotation (0° vs. 20° vs. 40° vs. 60°
vs. 80°) and Trial-Type (Match vs. Non-Match)) with a Group factor (Pre-HDs vs. Controls)
to the measured BOLD signal within early visual areas showed a significant effect of
Rotation (F(4, 308) = 5.47, p < 10−3), a significant effect of Trial-Type (due to a stronger
response to matched rather than non-match trials) (F(1, 77) = 23.98, p < 10−5) and more
importantly, a significant interaction between the effects of Group × Rotation (F(4, 308) =
2.58, p = 0.04). We also found a significant effect of Rotation (F(4, 308) > 2.68, p ≤ 0.03)
and Group × Rotation (F(4,308) > 3.60, p < 0.01) in orbitofrontal and superior frontal areas.
However, in contrast to visual areas, orbitofrontal and superior frontal areas did not show
any significant effect of Trial-Type (F(1, 77) < 2.79, p > 0.09) (Table 2).
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Figure 4A shows the map of the difference in activity evoked in the right hemisphere of PreHDs vs. controls during 80° mental rotation trials. In both hemispheres, at this signal to
noise ratio (SNR), the difference between the two groups was mainly limited to early visual
areas within the OT visual network. Although in some regions the between group difference
also extended to the primary visual area (V1) [50], the center of between-groups activity
difference appeared more anteriorly, close to the posterior borders of intraparietal and
fusiform sulci and likely within V2-V4 visual areas. We also checked the maps in which
correction for multiple comparisons was avoided to make sure that no small between-groups
activity difference was ignored. In those maps (not shown here), we also found small patches
of between-group activity differences within the orbitofrontal and superior frontal areas, but
not within fronto-central, inferior/superior parietal, anterior insula and/or mid-anterior
cingulate cortex.

We also tested the impact of gene-positive status on the activity within fusiform gyrus (Fig.
4C), a higher visual area in which previous studies have shown impaired responses in early
HD [5, 9]. Consistent with the between-groups activity difference map (Fig. 4A), and despite
the overall similarity between the response profile (i.e., BOLD – mental rotation
relationship) in this region relative to the early visual areas, we only found a significant
effect of Rotation (F(4, 308) = 5.58, p < 10−3), and a significant Trial-Type × Rotation
interaction effect (F(4, 308) = 8.63, p < 10−5). In contrast, the effect of Group and its
interaction with other factors remained insignificant (F ≤ 2.53, p ≥ 0.12) (Table 2). This
response was likely due to the simple shape of our stimuli (Fig. 1A) compared to the more
complicated shapes of preferred stimuli of this region (i.e., faces and scenes [13, 14, 51])
(see Discussion). Application of the same tests to other cortical regions did not yield any
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significant (p < 0.05) effect of HD status on evoked mental rotation related responses (not
shown here).
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Consistent with the activity maps, mentally rotated (compared to 0°) stimuli evoked a
stronger response within superior/inferior parietal, fronto-central, mid-anterior cingulate and
anterior insular association areas, and the level of this mental rotation-related response
increased with the degree of mental rotation (Fig. 5). Here, application of the same analysis
(as mentioned above) yielded a significant effect of Rotation in all of these areas (F(4, 308)
≥ 5.92, p < 10−3) (Table 2). In all of these areas, with the exception of the inferior parietal
area, we also found a significant effect of Trial-Type due to a stronger response to nonmatched rather than match trials (F(1, 77) ≥ 7.37, p < 0.01). Amongst these areas, we found
only: 1) a marginal (insignificant) effect of Group (F(1, 77) = 3.48, p = 0.06) in the inferior
parietal cortex due to slightly weaker responses in Pre-HDs compared to controls and 2) a
marginal (insignificant) Group × Rotation (F(4, 308) ≤ 2.13, p > 0.08) in mid-anterior
cingulate and anterior insular cortex.
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We also measured the level of BOLD response within the major basal ganglia nuclei
including caudate, putamen, pallidum and nucleus accumbens (Fig. 5). In the caudate, the
level of BOLD response increased with the level of mental rotation demand (F(4, 312) =
4.93, p < 10−3) and non-matched trials evoked a stronger response compared to the matched
trials (F(1, 78) = 4.43, p = 0.04) (Table 2). Here again, at this SNR, we did not find any
significant difference between the level of activity evoked within the caudate in Pre-HDs
versus healthy controls (F(1, 78) = 2.61, p = 0.11) and/or a significant interaction between
the effect of Group and other independent factors. We did not find any systematic response
to mental rotation demand in the other basal ganglia nuclei (including putamen and
pallidum) and effects of Rotation, Trial-Type and/or Rotation × Trial-Type interaction
remained insignificant in these regions (F < 1.91, p > 0.11). It is important to note that, in
conventional fMRI studies (i.e., voxel size > 2 mm isotropic) the tail of caudate,
(presumably the caudate region earliest affected in HD [46]) is not easily visualized by MRI
(see also [52]). Thus, the absence of any measurable effect in the caudate should be
considered with caution. Nevertheless, these results suggest that changes in visual
perception during the HD prodrome could be detected more ‘reliably’ within OT visual
rather than the caudo-fronto-parietal (CFP) association network.
Correlation between fMRI activity and DBS in Pre-HDs
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To test the relationship between DBS and brain activity during mental rotation task, for each
mental rotation condition, we estimated the correlation between the evoked BOLD signal
measured within our ROIs and the calculated DBS. Interestingly, among our ROIs, activity
in fronto-central gyrus and caudate nucleus, but not early visual areas, showed a significant
inverse correlation (r < –0.43, p < 0.05) with DBS (Fig. 6 and Table 3). Subjects with higher
DBS showed a weaker BOLD response in fronto-central area and caudate nucleus. We also
found a weak correlation between DBS and BOLD response within the superior/inferior
parietal regions and superior frontal gyrus. However, in superior/inferior parietal regions,
this correlation was limited to the most difficult trials (i.e., Rotation = 60–80°) while in the
superior frontal gyrus, this correlation was limited to the easiest trials. Among the tested
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ROIs, none showed a significant correlation between the evoked activity and subject age
(r(23) < 0.25, p > 0.21). These results suggest that the effect of mutant huntingtin has a
differential impact on the activity within OT and CFP regions (see Discussion).

Author Manuscript

Subsequently we checked if there might be any moderator effect of the mental rotation load,
as we found in the Pre-HD’s behavior, on the relationship between DBS and the level of
evoked fMRI response within caudate, fronto-central gyrus and superior/inferior parietal
regions (i.e., those regions that showed a significant correlation between evoked fMRI and
DBS, in at least 2 different levels of mental rotation load). Application of linear regression to
activity within caudate and fronto-central gyrus only showed a significant relationship
between the level activity of evoked within these two regions and DBS (Beta < –0.49, p <
10−5) but no significant relationship with DBS × mental rotation load (p > 0.40). Application
of the same analysis to activity within superior and inferior regions did not yield any
significant relationship between the evoked response and DBS and DBS × mental rotation
load (p > 0.10), consistent with weaker correlation in these regions compared to caudate and
fronto-central gyrus (Table 3). Notably, all p-values are also corrected for multiple
comparison based on Bonferroni methods.
Between-groups structural differences

Author Manuscript

We also tested whether the decrease in BOLD response within early visual areas was
associated with cortical thinning within the same regions of the visual cortex. As shown in
Fig. 7A, despite the relatively liberal threshold used in this figure (p < 0.05), we did not find
any overlap between the visual areas with cortical thinning and the portion that showed a
significant difference in the level of fMRI response between Pre-HDs and controls. Rather,
cortical thinning in this group of Pre-HDs was limited to the posterior tip of medial temporal
sulcus, and also along intraparietal and superior frontal sulci.

Author Manuscript

We also tested whether there was any basal ganglia volume loss in the Pre-HD individuals
studied as compared to controls (Fig. 7B). While striatal atrophy has been reported in
previous studies of Pre-HDs [53, 54], no significant atrophy has been reported in others,
particularly in those individuals expected far from onset [55]. In our subjects, the application
of t-tests (2-tailed) showed no significant difference between the two groups in the size of
basal ganglia nuclei including caudate (t(77) = 0.42, p = 0.67), putamen (t(77) = 0.13, p =
0.89), pallidum (t(77) = 0.10, p = 0.92), nucleus accumbens (t(77) = 0.43, p = 0.67) and/or
other subcortical structures including amygdala (t(77) = 0.40, p = 0.69), hippocampus (t(77)
= 0.39, p = 0.69) or thalamus (t(77) = 0.20, p = 0.84). Notably, all measurements were
normalized relative to the individual subject’s brain volume. According to these results, it
seemed unlikely that the reduced BOLD activity within early visual areas during the mental
rotation were a result of either cortical thinning in those areas and/or structural degeneration
of subcortical nuclei. However, two points should be considered here: First, it is generally
difficult to localize and assess the volume of tail of caudate, a region highly connected to
visual areas, in structural scans [52]. Second, the spatial resolution of the structural scans
and likelihood of subthreshold between-groups differences should be considered in
interpretation of these results (see Discussion).
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The link between neural and behavioral response: A modeling approach
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Although we found decreased BOLD activity in early visual areas in Pre-HDs compared to
controls, it was not clear if these effects were associated with a clinical/behavioral outcome.
To test whether there was any evidence for such a change during the HD prodrome, we
compared the link between neural and behavioral responses within Pre-HDs and controls
using a linear regression modeling approach (see Methods).

Author Manuscript

Figure 8 shows the resultant least mean square error (LMSE) in predicting subject’s
response accuracy based on this approach. Irrespective of the areas that drove the model, in
both groups, LMSE increased with increase in the level of mental rotation demand. More
importantly, the LMSE for predicting Pre-HDs response accuracy was higher than in
controls across all mental rotation conditions. Here, the application of one-factor repeated
measures ANOVA (Rotation (0° vs. 20° vs. 40° vs. 60° vs. 80°)) with a Group factor (PreHDs vs. Controls) to the measured LMSE values showed a significant effects of Rotation
(F(4, 792) = 794.72, p < 0.01) and Group (F(1, 198) = 1328.8, p < 0.01). Thus, the link
between neural activity and behavior differed significantly between Pre-HDs and controls,
supporting the likelihood of altered neural mechanisms involved in mental rotation in PreHDs as compared to controls (see Discussion).

DISCUSSION

Author Manuscript

Our study demonstrates reduced mental rotation performance during the HD prodrome,
accompanied by decreased fMRI BOLD activity within early visual areas. Importantly, our
modelling analysis suggests that the presence of the genetic mutation also influences the
relationship between brain fMRI activity and response accuracy during mental rotation.
These findings highlight the likely impact of the mutant huntingtin gene, including during
the motor pre-symptomatic stage, on sensory visual processing and supports the hypothetical
compensatory mechanisms, utilized by Pre-HD individuals, to reduce them.
Impact of the impaired neural processing in early visual areas

Author Manuscript

Our findings suggest that early deficits in neural processing affect processing within the
early visual areas. These areas are anatomically located anterior to the calcarine sulcus and
posterior to the fusiform gyrus (Fig. 4), i.e., they overlap with retinotopic visual areas V2V4. Studies in human and non-human primates have shown that neural structures within
these areas are mainly involved in spatial frequency, depth (disparity), shape and color
encoding [56–64]. Therefore, perceptual impairments in Pre-HDs may not be limited to
mental rotation and may also affect other aspects of their visual perception. These perceptual
impairments could interfere with normal daily activities such as driving, and likely lead to
occupational decline as reported previously in HD [65–67].
These visual perceptual deficits may be due to altered connectivity within (visual) corticostriatal loops [68–71] and/or neural degeneration either within the striatum, visual system or
both. Although the absence of measurable occipital cortical thinning (and/or striatal atrophy)
in our cohort suggests that these findings may not be attributable to the structural
degeneration, which has been reported in early symptomatic HD [21–23, 72], the spatial
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resolution of the used MRI technique (1 mm) should be considered in interpretation of these
findings.
Impaired visual processing in higher level visual areas
Decreased stimulus selectivity within PPA, a higher category-selective visual area
responsible for scene [13, 14] and shape encoding [16, 18, 19, 73], has been reported
previously in early symptomatic HD [9]. The absence of altered activation of the PPA and/or
other object-selective areas such as lateral occipital complex (LOC) [74–77] in our current
study could have two explanations: First, because early HD-related atrophy is more
prominent in the tail of caudate [46], a region heavily connected to early visual areas [52,
68–71], HD-related impairments in visual cortical processing would be expected to extend
from posterior to more anterior visual areas with disease progression [52, 71].

Author Manuscript

Second, the absence of an impaired response within the higher visual areas might be (at least
in part) due to the simple form of the stimuli (i.e., line drawing shapes) used in this study.
These stimuli are different from the complex visual stimuli preferred by high level visual
areas such as faces [51, 78], scenes [13, 14] and/or natural objects [75, 79].
Impaired attentional control in Pre-HDs

Author Manuscript

HD-related cognitive impairments, in general, and attention control impairment, in
particular, have been reported previously [80–84]. Here, we have shown impaired mentalrotation related activity within OT visual but not within the CFP regions that contribute to
attention control [85]. This OT activity decrease, in presence of the mostly intact CFP
activation, may be due to A) stronger HD impacts on sensory processing rather than
attentional control in this stage of disease, B) reduced functional link between CFP attention
and OT sensory regions or C) a combination of these effects. Thus, although our findings do
not rule out attentional and/or cognitive impairments in Pre-HD individuals, they suggest
that sensory impairments may be present even in absence of decreased activity within CFP
regions of Pre-HD individuals.
Potential impact of differential eye movement in Pre-HDs vs. controls

Author Manuscript

Previous studies have shown that HD impairs eye movement control [86–89] which is
directly associated with disease severity [87]. To control the potential impact of this
impairment, subjects were instructed to avoid eye movement during the experiment by
looking at a centrally presented fixation spot that remained visible during the whole
experiment. This procedure and the inclusion of only pre-symptomatic individuals, in whom
eye movement impairments are less prominent [87], suggest that our findings of functional
impairments in visual areas are unlikely due to the differential eye movements in Pre-HDs
vs. controls.
This conclusion is also supported by the location of impairment within the visual cortex.
Specifically, any effect of impaired extraocular movements would be expected to be stronger
in primary visual area V1, in which neurons have smaller receptive fields compared to
higher order visual areas. In our study, the between group difference was stronger in more
anterior visual areas (V2-V4) compared to V1 (Fig. 4).
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Absence of correlation between DBS and functional impairments in OT visual network
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Disease burden score (DBS) was originally introduced to provide a measure of the
cumulative effects of exposure to the genetic expansion (CAG repeats) that is associated
with striatal atrophy [34]. However, at the time of that study, the impact of HD on cortical
structure (e.g., [5, 21, 23, 90]) and functional activity (e.g., [5, 9]) were mostly unknown.
Thus, the absence of a significant relationship between DBS and HD-related BOLD activity
change in OT visual areas is not a surprise. Rather, it suggests that visual activity impairment
follows a different time line and may precede HD-related striatal atrophy.
Perceptual impairments and compensatory strategies in Pre-HDs

Author Manuscript

Only a few behavioral studies have found perceptual impairments in HD, including less
accurate shape and face discrimination capability, in both motor pre-symptomatic and early
symptomatic patients [5–9, 21]. However, as reported here, these impairments are more
apparent during more demanding experimental conditions. Specifically, while a group of
Pre-HD individuals showed strong mental rotation impairment, another group showed intact
response accuracy during judgment of line orientation, a simple standardized task used to
assess visuospatial processing.
Previous studies have suggested that intact behavioral performance of Pre-HD individuals
during simple tasks is likely due to compensatory mechanisms that may be at play during the
HD prodrome [91]. Supporting this hypothesis, we found that models that best predicted
healthy control response were poor at predicting Pre-HD subjects’ behavior, suggesting
intrinsic differences in neural mechanisms that underlie perceptual decision-making between
Pre-HDs vs. healthy matched controls.

Author Manuscript

Conclusion

Author Manuscript
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Fig. 1.
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Experimental procedure and participants’ response accuracy during the mental rotation task.
A) Stimuli were 10 different line drawing shapes subtended 4° × 4° on the screen. B) In each
trial, two stimuli were presented side-by-side with 4° center-to-center distance. In 50% of
trials they were matched, and in the rest of trials they were non-matched. C) Response
accuracy of Pre-HDs (green) and healthy matched controls (red) decreased with increase in
the mental rotation degree, and Pre-HD showed a lower response accuracy relative to healthy
matched controls. D) In all mental rotation conditions, response accuracy of Pre-HD
individuals decreased with increase in disease burden score [34]. Error bars show one
standard error of mean.
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Fig. 2.
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Activity evoked during those trials in which mental rotation was not required (i.e., 0° mental
rotation) in healthy controls (left columns) and Pre-HD individuals (right columns). In Redto-yellow colors represent p < 10−3 to p < 10−6 in controls and p < 0.05 to p < 10−3 in PreHDs. This threshold difference is due to the higher number of controls compared to PreHDs. Otherwise, in both groups, we found a strong activity within occipital, occipitotemporal, parietal and frontal regions without any statistically significant (p < 0.05)
difference between the two groups. Lack of activity within the foveal region (e.g., occipital
pole) is due to peripheral stimulus presentation in our paradigm (see Methods). In each
column, lateral, medial and flattened cortical views are presented in top, middle and bottom
rows, respectively.
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Fig. 3.
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Brain areas that showed a significant response to mental rotation in healthy matched
controls. Top) Activity map (p-values) evoked by contrasting the evoked response during
trials in which stimuli were rotated 80° relative to each other, compared to trials in which
stimuli were presented from the same angle (i.e., 0° mental rotation). Blue-to-cyan and redto-yellow colors indicate those regions that show respectively an increase and a decrease in
their level of FMRI activity during mental rotation relative no rotation trials. Activity map is
overlaid on the inflated right hemisphere of the average brain (see Methods). Similar activity
map was also evoked within the left hemisphere (not shown here). Bottom) Mental rotation
related activity maps generated by contrasting the activity evoked during 80°, 60°, 40° and
20° mental rotation trials relative to activity evoked during 0° mental rotation trials in
controls, overlaid on flattened cortex (right hemisphere). All maps are corrected for multiple
comparisons. 1: cuneus and superior occipital gyri, 2: lingual gyrus and posterior transverse
collateral sulcus, 3: fusiform gyrus, 4: orbitofrontal cortex, 5: superior frontal cortex, 6:
superior parietal cortex, 7: inferior parietal cortex, 8: fronto-central cortex, 9: mid-anterior
cingulate cortex, 10: anterior insular cortex.
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Fig. 4.
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Between-groups (Pre-HDs - Controls) comparison of activity evoked by mental rotation. A)
Mental rotation (80° – 0°) evoked a larger (more negative) response in healthy controls
relative to Pre-HD individuals within early visual areas, centered anteriorly relative to
borders of the primary visual area (V1; [50]). The activity map (p-values) is corrected for
multiple comparison. B) Border of regions of interest, defined based on subjects’ own highresolution structural scans (i.e., defined independently from the functional responses),
overlaid on an average inflated brain. Red and cyan outlines indicate ROIs that showed a
higher and lower activity during mental rotation compared to not rotated trials, respectively.
C) BOLD activity measured within cortical regions-of-interest (ROIs) of Pre-HDs (green)
and healthy matched controls (red) across different mental rotation conditions relative to 0°
trials. Consistent with the activity maps, impaired mental rotation related activity was found
within early visual areas. However, this sensitive test also showed impaired activity within
superior frontal cortex and orbitofrontal cortex of Pre-HDs relative to controls (Table 2).
Error bars show one standard error of mean.
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Fig. 5.

Mental rotation related activity measured within attention control area (superior and inferior
parietal, fronto-central and mid-anterior cingulated cortex) and striatal nuclei (caudate,
putamen, pallidum and accumbens) of controls (red) and Pre-HDs (green). Activity is
measured during mental rotation trials relative to 0° trials. In this stage of disease, the
between-groups difference remained non-significant in all of these brain regions (see also
Table 2).
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Fig. 6.

Relationship between the measured disease burden score and evoked brain activity in PreHDs across different mental rotation conditions. Among ROIs (i.e., those brain regions that
showed a significant effect of rotation (Fig. 3)), activity within fronto-central and caudate,
but not early visual areas, showed a significant correlation with disease burden score in all
mental rotation degrees (see also Table 3). In these regions, the level of BOLD activity
decreased as disease burden score increased. In each panel, each dot represents BOLD
activity measured in the target ROI of one individual Pre-HD subject.
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Fig. 7.

Impact of HD on cortical thickness and size of subcortical nuclei of Pre-HD individuals
compared to healthy matched controls. A) The significance of cortical thinning in Pre-HDs
compared to controls in the left and right hemispheres. We did not find any cortical thinning
within early visual regions that showed functional impairments in Pre-HDs vs. controls
outlined by black lines. Similar results were also obtained in the left hemisphere (not shown
here). B) We also did not find any decrease in size of subcortical nuclei in Pre-HD (green)
individuals compared to healthy controls (red). Notably, all measurements were normalized
relative to the individual subject’s brain volume. These results are consistent with the fact
that gene-expanded individuals participated in our tests were all in early motor presymptomatic stages of HD.
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Fig. 8.
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Results of predicting subjects’ behavior, based on the level of evoked BOLD response. We
used a linear regression model to predict subjects’ response accuracy based on BOLD
activity measured within the ROIs. Model was optimized based on the brain activity and
response accuracy of 40 randomly selected healthy controls, and tested against the rest of
controls and 15 randomly selected Pre-HDs. In all repetitions (n = 1000), model showed a
better performance predicting the response accuracy (mean square error) of healthy controls
(red) rather than Pre-HDs (green). Error bars show one standard error of mean.
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